
The Ones Santa Anna Sold: A Comprehensive
Overview of the History and Legacy of the
California Land Grants
The California land grants, also known as The Ones Santa Anna Sold, are
a complex and controversial part of California's history. These grants were
vast tracts of land that were given to individuals and families by the
Mexican government in the early 19th century. The grants played a major
role in the development of California, but they also led to a number of legal
disputes and conflicts.

This article provides a comprehensive overview of the history and legacy of
the California land grants. It explores the origins of the grants, the process
of their acquisition, the impact they had on California's development, and
the ongoing debates surrounding their validity and legacy. The article also
includes a detailed timeline of key events and a glossary of relevant terms.
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The origins of the California land grants can be traced back to the Spanish
colonial period. In 1781, the Spanish government began granting land to
settlers in California in order to encourage colonization. These grants were
typically small, and they were usually given to individuals who were willing
to farm the land.

After Mexico gained independence from Spain in 1821, the Mexican
government continued to grant land to settlers in California. However, the
Mexican government was more generous than the Spanish government,
and the grants were often much larger. In addition, the Mexican
government granted land to a number of individuals who were not settlers,
including politicians, military officers, and religious leaders.

The Process of Acquiring a California Land Grant

The process of acquiring a California land grant was complex and time-
consuming. First, the applicant had to submit a petition to the Mexican
government. The petition had to include a description of the land that the
applicant wanted to acquire, as well as a statement of the applicant's
qualifications.

If the Mexican government approved the petition, the applicant was
required to survey the land and to create a map. The map had to be
submitted to the government, along with a fee.

Once the government had approved the map, the applicant was required to
take possession of the land. This could be done by building a fence,
planting crops, or grazing cattle on the land.

The Impact of the California Land Grants



The California land grants had a major impact on the development of
California. The grants encouraged settlement and agriculture, and they
helped to create a wealthy and powerful class of landowners. The grants
also played a role in the Mexican-American War, as many of the Mexican
landowners were loyal to Mexico and fought against the United States.

After the Mexican-American War, the United States government confirmed
the validity of the California land grants in the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo.
However, the government also imposed a number of restrictions on the
grants, including a limit on the size of the grants and a requirement that the
landowners prove their title to the land.

The Ongoing Debates Surrounding the California Land Grants

The California land grants have been the subject of ongoing debates for
over a century. Some people argue that the grants were illegal and that
they should be revoked. Others argue that the grants were valid and that
they should be protected.

The debates over the California land grants are complex and they involve a
number of legal and historical issues. The debates are likely to continue for
many years to come.

Timeline of Key Events

* 1781: The Spanish government begins granting land to settlers in
California. * 1821: Mexico gains independence from Spain and continues to
grant land to settlers in California. * 1846: The Mexican-American War
begins. * 1848: The Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo ends the Mexican-
American War and confirms the validity of the California land grants. *
1851: The United States government imposes a number of restrictions on



the California land grants. * The debates over the California land grants
continue to this day.

Glossary of Relevant Terms

* California land grant: A large tract of land that was granted to individuals
and families by the Mexican government in the early 19th century. *
Mexican-American War: A war between the United States and Mexico that
lasted from 1846 to 1848. * Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo: A treaty that
ended the Mexican-American War and confirmed the validity of the
California land grants.

The California land grants are a complex and controversial part of
California's history. These grants played a major role in the development of
California, but they also led to a number of legal disputes and conflicts. The
debates over the California land grants are likely to continue for many
years to come.
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